*PRODUCT BULLETIN*

**UPGRADE YOUR AFX WITH A REDEKOP MAV CHOPPER**

Redekop's Maximum Air Velocity (MAV) Straw Chopper is a breakthrough in crop residue management. The MAV’s revolutionary design uses two separate zones; one for cutting and the other for spreading, rather than a traditional rotor design that depends on the cutting blades to also spread the straw. This unique design allows the Redekop chopper to maximize the spread performance of your combine while delivering the finest residue cut in the industry.

Benefits of the Redekop MAV systems for your Case IH AFX combine:

- Wider more even spread; Redekop’s MAV system allows you to spread your straw and chaff evenly across the entire width of your cutter bar. With the optional wide spread kit, you can spread up to 45 feet.
- Breakaway knife bar; the knife bar is designed to “break away” when a solid foreign object comes through the chopper as compared to the rigid knife bar in the factory chopper.
- Rear mounted chopper minimizes damage to your combine when foreign objects pass through the chopper – your internal factory chopper is set wide open in most conditions.
- Optional “Double Chop” performance in difficult crops. Internal factory chopper can be engaged up to 25%.
- Superior blades: carbide coated self-sharpening reversible blades.
- Tight knife spacing; provides you with a finer cut.
- Visit [www.strawchopper.com](http://www.strawchopper.com) for more details.